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Conference Keynote Speakers
Marianna Fotaki – University of Warwick
Marianna Fotaki is Professor of Business Ethics at University of Warwick Business
School, University of Warwick. She holds degrees in medicine, and obtained her
PhD from the London School of Economics and Political Science. Marianna was
Network Fellow (2014–2015) at the Center for Ethics, Harvard University She has
published over 70 articles on gender, inequalities and the marketization of public
services appearing in the leading international journals and her recent books include: The Whistleblowing Guide: Speak-up Arrangements, Challenges and Best Practices (Wiley Finance, 2019 co- authored with Kate Kenny and Wim Vandekerckhove)
and Business Ethics, and Care in Organizations (Routledge 2020, co-edited with
Gazi Islam and Anne Antoni). Marianna currently works on whistleblowing (funded
by the ESRC and British Academy/Leverhulme Trust), solidarity responses to crisis
and refugee arrivals in Greece.

Lucy Suchman – Lancaster University
Lucy Suchman is Professor of the Anthropology of Science and Technology at Lancaster University in the UK. Before taking up her present post she was a Principal
Scientist at Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC), where she spent twenty years
as a researcher. Her current research extends a longstanding engagement with the
field of human-computer interaction to the domain of contemporary militarism.
She is concerned with the question of whose bodies are incorporated into military
systems, how and with what consequences for social justice and the possibility for a
less violent world. She is the author of Human-Machine Reconfigurations (2007); in
2010 she received the ACM SIGCHI Lifetime Research Award, and in 2014 the Society for Social Studies of Science (4S) Bernal Prize for Contributions to the Field.

Hillevi Lenz Taguchi – Stockholm University
Hillevi Lenz Taguchi, PhD in Education in 2001, Professor of Education (2011) and
Child and Youth Studies (2013) at Stockholm University, Department of Child and
Youth Studies. Director of Research Studies in Early Childhood Education. Hillevi
Lenz Taguchi has experience of trans- and interdisciplinary research specifically
focusing feminist theories and continental philosophy in her studies of higher education, teacher education and early childhood practices. She is much involved with
the theoretical development and transgressive methodologies as part of the Posthumanist, New Materialist and Post Qualitative turns.
The invited speakers will discuss how they have responded to the opportunities and
challenges of assuming a practice epistemology in their own research.

Performance
Rikard Vilhelm Lindell
Rikard Vilhelm Lindell is an electroacoustic composer, interaction designer, a code
artisan, and a university associate professor in computer science. His music is
attentive to the materiality of the analogue oscillating electricity and digital signal
processing. Rikard says: “Making music and making instruments are intimately connected.” Thus, his research through design for new interfaces for musical expresson, the coding of new music instruments, and the composition and performing of
music are only two sides of the same coin. Abstracts is partially an improvisation in
conversation with the modular synthesiser system and partially composed from a
grounded aesthetic analysis of the AMOS conference abstracts. Grounded aesthetic
draws from grounded theory, however the analysis and composition process is guided through aesthetic sensibility.
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PhD Workshop
Inti José Lammi - Mälardalen University
Inti José Lammi is a Senior Lecturer in Organization and Management at Mälardalen University, Sweden. His research interests are social theory, digital transformation, and organizational change processes. Additionally, Inti is interested in
contemporary practice and process theories and the methodological implications
of drawing on such theories when approaching organizational phenomena. He is
currently studying the challenges of implementing inclusive leadership models in
public sector organizations and virtual work arrangements in high security organizations.

Silvia Gherardi - University of Trento
Silvia Gherardi is senior professor of sociology of organization at the University of
Trento (Italy), where she founded the Research Unit on Communication, Organizational Learning, and Aesthetics (www.unitn.it/rucola). She is also professor II at the
School of Business, Society and Engineering, Mälardalens University (Sweden).
Her research interests include: feminist new materialism, entrepreneurship, practice-based studies, and post-qualitative methodologies in organization studies. She
has been chair of EGOS and has organized several tracks in other large conferences.

Jennie Schaeffer - director of Vastmanlands County Museum
Jennie Schaeffer is director of Vastmanlands County Museum. She has a PhD in
innovation and design (2014) from Mälardalen University (MDU), Sweden, and was
the former head of department of Information Design at MDU where she now is
affiliated reseacher. Jennie has a special interest in participatory cultures, artefacts
and places.
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Scientific Committee

Magnus Hoppe, Silvia Gherardi, Inti Lammi, Silvia Bruzzone, Michela Cozza, Christoffer Andersson (not in the picture)
AMOS Conference is one of the activities organised by the New Organization and Management Practices (NOMP)
research group at the School of Business Society and Engineering at Mälardalen University. NOMP aims at co-creating
cross-boundary knowledge about organizing processes with the purpose of contributing to responsible organizational,
managerial and working life transitions. In so doing, the group explores contemporary organizational challenges related,
but not limited to, different forms of management, gender and diversity, urban sustainability, leadership, the changing
nature of work, and the implementing of new technologies. Examples of such approaches include sociomaterial perspectives, practice theory, posthumanism, discourse theory and other interpretative approaches. In their work, they advance
engaged scholarly practices collaboratively with actors in and outside of Academia, in close proximity to practice, and
with the ambition of including a plurality of voices.
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Program
15 June 2022
Welcome PhD Students, Main Entrance U1/T1 - Block U
09:00 – 09:30...............Presentation of the participants, Introduction, Room: U2-013 ALC
09.30 – 10.30................Lecture 1:
Inti Lammi – “What is distinctive of a (posthumanist) practice theory?”
10:30 – 11:00..................Coffee Break
11:00 – 12:00.................Working session – “Co-creating ‘good questions’”
12:00 – 13:00.................Lunch, Café Prego Origo
13:00 – 15:30.................Working session – “Performing ‘good answers’”
15:30 – 16:00.................Coffee Break
16:00 – 17:00.................Lecture 2:
Silvia Gherardi – “The challenges of After-Method”
17:00.................................Wrap up: What do I take home with me?
18:00 – 19:30.................Social Activity:
Jennie Schaeffer – “Creating object life-stories together”
(Västmanlands Läns Museum, Karlsgatan 2, Västerås)
https://www.vastmanlandslansmuseum.se
Welcome to a museum for an onsite exploration! You are warmly welcome to the exhibitions where we will explore and create object life-stories together, involving museum
objects, bodies, norms, facts and fiction. The method we will explore was developed in a
project called The Carbon Dioxide Theatre. The project focused on young people’s ability
to reflect on and critically review social norms and practices around climate targets and
carbon dioxide emissions. Objects from the museum’s existing collections were central
to the project in order to create reflections on past and present social norms. We learned and developed participatory methods and approaches throughout the project, for
example Carbon dioxide (CO2)-based participatory improvised theatre, Life-cycle assessment film sketch, Object life-stories in the exhibition, Value lines on carbon footprints,
Teatime and Life-cycle visualisations to make CO2 data tangible. In this workshop we
will explore one of the methods from the project and reflect on it from your perspective
and area of competence. As a participant in the session you will also receive a copy of a
book where all the methods are described.
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16 June 2022
Welcome, Entrance R1 - Block R
08:00 – 09:00..............Registration
09:00 – 9:30.................Opening Session, Room: Milos
•

Thomas Wahl – Dean of School of Business Society and Engineering,
Mälardalen University

•

Lucia Crevani – Director of Research Industrial Economics and Organization,
Mälardalen University

•

Michela Cozza – Chair of the AMOS Conference

09:30 – 10:30................Keynote 1, Room: Milos
Marianna Fotaki, Professor of Business Ethics at University of Warwick Business
School, University of Warwick.
Of writing and acting in academia: What feminist teach as about the importance of
being in the world?
In my talk, I will argue that feminism is about enacting theory in practice and developing theory through practice, potentially because writing and acting are about the
same way of being in the world. As Arundathi Roy, an acclaimed Booker Prize-winning,
bestselling writer and feminist activist, explains, “Fiction and non-fiction are only different techniques of storytelling. For reasons I do not fully understand, fiction dances
out of me. Non-fiction is wrenched out of by the aching, broken world I wake up to every
morning” (Roy, 2002). In other words, writing is something we do but cannot fully explain, and acting on what we write makes this real, perhaps because being a feminist means
caring about working towards equality for all, especially the dispossessed and powerless. Relational embodied care and intra- and inter-communal alliance-building inform
feminist writings, and their activist practices offer a way forward for re-organizing our
societies.
Yet, discussions of feminism and gender in organizations and management studies, in
general, have become stuck in a time warp despite the wide range of topical published
work on feminist and gender theory that is available (Fotaki & Harding, 2017). Amongst
the most fruitful and neglected developments in the mainstream gender and management scholarship is the postcolonial theorizing on intersectionality and transnationalism by Latin American feminists (Maria Lugones, Gloria Anzaldúa, Teresa Martinez,
and many others). Feminist activists from outside our field of study often connected
their theories with political action. Silvia Federici, one of the most important feminist
theorists of reproductive labor, cofounded the Wages for Housework campaign mounted
by the International Feminist Collective, which formed chapters in Italy, the UK, and
the United States. They demanded wages from their respective federal governments
for labor performed by women in the home. Judith Butler, a post-structuralist feminist
philosopher, drew on her activist practice in developing a theory of power, performativity of discourse, and fluidity of gender. Based on her first-hand experiences and observations first articulated in Gender trouble (1990), her ideas have had tangible impacts on
policy, legislation, and popular imagination. By ignoring developments by major feminist theorists and their activist practices, we restrict our ability to reimagine ways out
of the multiple world crises.

10:30 – 11:00..................Coffee Break, Café Prego Origo

11:00 – 12:00.................Parallel Tracks
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Track 1: Problematization of research methods, Room: R2-151
Moderator: Michela Cozza
•

Rikard Lindell (Mälardalen University)
The dialectics of digitalisation

•

Carmen Pellegrinelli (University of Lapland) & Laura Lucia Parolin (University of
Southern Denmark)
A posthumanist approach to practice-based creativity: the case of the new projection
screeny

•

Yashar Mahmud (Stockholm University)
Poetic organizing. Poetry as a way to understand the world

Track 2: Experimenting with solutions, Room: R2-142
Moderator: Inti Lammi
•

Linus Ekman Burgman (Linköping University)
Homogenizing sewage sludge

•

Silvia Bruzzone (Mälardalen University) & Henny Stridsberg (Dance teacher)
Dancing urban waters. A posthumanist perspective on sustainability in engineering
education

•

Lucia Crevani (Mälardalen University) & Johan Alvehus (Lund University)
After leadership: Is an epistemology of practice the end of leadership as a phenomenon
or a new beginning?

Track 3: The meshwork of practice, Room: R2-121
Moderator: Silvia Gherardi
•

Isto Huvila (Uppsala University), Olle Sköld (Uppsala University) & Lisa Börjesson
(Uppsala University)
Knowing, its traces and ingredients

•

Anders Buch (VIA University College), Verner Larsen (VIA University College) & Bo
Klindt Poulsen (VIA University College)
Shadowy research practices and the enactment of data: Last data standing?

•

Björn Ekström (University of Borås), Corey Jackson (University of Wisconsin – Madison), Kevin Crowston (Syracuse University) & Carsten Østerlund (Syracuse University)
Tracing Knowledge Production in an Online Citizen Science Project

12:00 – 13:00.................Lunch, Café Prego Origo
13:00 – 14:00.................Parallel Tracks
Track 1: Problematization of research methods, Room: R2-151
Moderator: Silvia Gherardi
•

Maira Babri (Örebro University) & Virginia Rosales Orquera (HEC Montréal and
Örebro University)
Organizational ethnography during a pandemic: Exploring the mutually constitutive
relationship between researcher and researched through a Baradian lens

•

Dominika Lisy (Linköping University)
Figuring the body: Practices of keratinising knowledge through the skin

•

Chiara Bassetti (University of Trento) & Valentina Marcheselli (University of Trento)
(Ethnographies of ) Knowing what is not there
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Track 2: Experimenting with solutions, Room: R2-142
Moderator: Inti Lammi
•

David Redmalm (Mälardalen University), Clara Iversen (Uppsala University) & Marcus Persson (Linköping University)
And say the robotic cat responded? On the use of robotic animals in dementia care. On
the use of robotic animals in dementia care

•

Janet Johansson (Linköping University), Sofia Lindström (University of Borås), Anna
Vogel (Stockholm University) & Caroline Wigren (Malmö University)
Exploring performative strengths in collaborative, reflexive dialogues through care

•

Lilian Coates (Goethe University Frankfurt am Main)
Lifeworlds at the end of life – A praxeological ethnography of inpatient hospice care

Track 3: The meshwork of practice, Room: R2-121
Moderator: Silvia Bruzzone
•

Donata Puntil (King’s College London)
Objects, People, Stories, Places

•

Gillian Bartle (University of Stirling)
Becoming teachers: how physical literacy is enacted in primary physical education

•

Marie Moström Åberg (Dalarna University)
Researching your own knowing-in-action: methods and dilemmas

14:10 – 15:10...................Keynote 2, Room: Milos
Lucy Suchman - Professor of the Anthropology of Science and Technology at
Lancaster University
Open Worlds and the Limits of Datafication
In After Method (2004:14) John Law poses the question of the relation between a world
made up of definite objects that we haven’t yet properly understood, and one in which
(rather than a sign of methodological failure) we experience or encounter indefiniteness
‘because much of the world is enacted in that way.’ This talk will explore the implications of Law’s question for the figure of data, which I take to be a dominant technology
of knowledge making in the contemporary moment. Data analytics, including those that
go under the name of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, rely for their coherence on a combination of closed worlds of reference and extended networks of human
practice, neither of which is acknowledged in the stories told about data’s efficacy. My
talk is in conversation with research aimed at denaturalising data by attending closely
to the onto-epistemologies, labours, and interests that enable data generation. A more
specific focus is on projects in the automation of targeting, both in its more literal
operations in the context of militarization and armed conflict and the broader sense of
multiple practices of discriminatory profiling. Central to the analysis is close attention
to the elision of images, categories, and things-in-the-world. Fixed and labelled within
datasets, images of things and traces of lives stand as proxies suitable for computational analysis. Practice-based investigations can help to recover the complex relations,
irremediable ambivalences and irreducible multiplicities that escape these operations,
opening spaces in which to consider the political economies of datafication and the
possibilities of worlding otherwise.

15:10 – 15:30..................Coffee Break, Café Prego Origo

15:30 – 16:30.................Parallel Tracks
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Track 1: Problematization of research methods, Room: R2-151
Moderator: Inti Lammi
•

Leni Grünbaum (Aalto University)
Team coaching as sensory-embodied practice: learning new ways of relating

•

Anette Hallin (Åbo Akademi University and Mälardalen University) & Astrid Huopalainen (Åbo Akademi University)
If strangers were friends you hadn’t met yet...Engaged scholarship and the researcher-researched relationship as emergent friendship

•

Giuseppe Scaratti (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart Milan) & Silvia Ivaldi
(University of Bergamo)
Work and Organizational Psychology research as a relational practice

Track 2: Experimenting with solutions, Room: R2-142
Moderator: Silvia Bruzzone
•

Maria Arnelid (Linköping University)
Programming care practices: Robotic elder care as imagined through the Scrum model

•

Assunta Viteritti (Sapienza University of Rome) & Ludovica Rubini (Sapienza University of Rome)
Engaging the field in after methods inquiry: a reflection around becoming together

•

Andries Hiskes (Leiden University Centre for the Arts in Society (LUCAS) and The
Hague University of Applied Sciences) & Ohad Ben Shimon (Utrecht University
Institute for Cultural Inquiry (ICON) and The Hague University of Applied Sciences)
Stuck Together: On Protocols between Scholars and Objects

Track 3: The meshwork of practice, Room: R2-121
Moderator: Silvia Gherardi
•

Réka Andersson (Linköping University), Maria Eidenskog (Linköping University) &
Wiktoria Glad (Linköping University)
Researching Everyday Practices Through Workshops

•

Ylva Lindberg (Jönköping University) & Teresa Cerratto Pargman (Jönköping University)
The Social Unbound. Understanding practices for socialization in academic writing at
a Ph.D. level

•

Cassandra Kill (University of Nottingham)
“International art, for everyone, for free”: Practices of Hospitality in a Gallery Youth
Collective

16:50 – 17:40.................Closing session, Room: Omega
”Abstracts - A Post-digital Modular Synthesiser System Performance”, by Rikard
Vilhelm Lindell
17:40 – 17:50..................Final information and instructions for the evening
20:00...............................Social Dinner at Mälarkrogen Västerås (Lögarängsvägen 5, Västerås)
https://www.malarkrogen.se

08:00-17:00: .................”Green room” , R2-132
(32 seats). Working room available for participants
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17 June 2022
09:00 – 10:00...............Parallel Tracks
Track 1: Problematization of research methods, Room: R2-151
Moderator: Silvia Gherardi
•

Saija Katila (Aalto University), Ari Kuismin (University of Jyväskylä) & Anu Valtonen (University of Lapland)
Natural Light as Affective Force in Organizing Practices

•

Kurt Rachlitz (Institute for Social Science Research, Munich), Benjamin Grossmann-Hensel (University of Zurich) & Gregor Bös (King’s College London)
Comparative Functional Analysis as a Methodology to Cultivate the ‘Attitude of Wonder’

Track 2: Experimenting with solutions, Room: R2-142
Moderator: Silvia Bruzzone
•

Emelie Havemo (Linköping University)
Human-technology assemblages in Swedish banks’ annual reports 1990-2021: a visual
perspective

•

Magnus Norberg (Uppsala University)
The formation of institutional demands – A study of regulatory initiatives on financial
robo-advising

•

Arto Ryömä (University of Turku)
Coopetitive manifestations of getting ahead and getting along: A multi-stage approach
to leadership in teams

10:00 – 10:30.................Coffee Break, Café Prego Origo
10:30 – 11:30..................Parallel Tracks
Track 1: Problematization of research methods, Room: R2-151
Moderator: Silvia Gherardi
•

Joanne Hipplewith (University of Bedfordshire)
Disrupting colonialist language to find knowing in praxes: Creating new
language - Cultural Foregrounding and Intra-face.

•

Camilla Quental (Audencia Business School), Yuliya Shymko (Audencia Business
School) & Marianna Fotaki (University of Warwick)
Epistemologies of the South

•

Francesca Messineo (University of Rome, La Sapienza)
Transnational Political Identities in the 18-O Chilean Uprising

Track 2: Experimenting with solutions, Room: R2-142
Moderator: Silvia Bruzzone
•

Philippe Sormani (University of Lausanne), Marc Audétat (University of Lausanne)&
Farinaz Fassa (University of Lausanne)
The mobot multiple? Of ‘educational robotics’, its promotional discourse, and contingent practice(s) in situ

•

Mikaela Hellstrand (Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm)
A shared feeling voyage: affective practices in older adults’ interaction with companion robots

Track 3: The meshwork of practice, Room: R2-121
Moderator: Magnus Hoppe
•

Anders Buch (VIA University College)
Let’s get practical, or let’s get theoretical?

•

Ombretta Ingrascì (University of Milan)
Epistemological promises of studying mafia organizations through practice-based
approach

•

Inti Lammi (Mälardalen University)
Doing Security - Exploring the plurality of security work in high hazard work settings

11:30 – 12:30..................Keynote 3, Room: Milos
Hillevi Lenz Taguchi - Professor of Education and Child and Youth Studies at
Stockholm University, Department of Child and Youth Studies.
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Feminist New Materialisms: a story of different ways of articulating octopus—human
relations and nature—culture ontologies
This is a story about Feminist New Materialisms (FNM). A story that aims to enact this
multifaceted kind of feminist inquiry by different ways of articulating octopus—human
relations and nature—culture ontologies. The take-away message is a matter of ontology,
and to evoke a discussion on the consequences that underpinning ontological assumptions might have for FNM forms of inquiry. This is because it matters what choices a
scholar or researcher makes in the enactment of an inquiry, and whether or not the
inquiry is underpinned by what I conceptualize here as A relational ontology, or Ontological relationality, respectively, i.e. the two main postfoundational ontologies that I will
discuss. My methodology for this essay is diffractive readings featuring the figuration of
an octopus Vulgaris. The multifaceted octopus-figuration helps narrate my diffractive
readings in which my accumulated experiences and knowing of FNM scholarship are
diffracted with the narrative offered by Craig Foster in a documentary film called My
Octopus Teacher (Ehrlick & Reed, 2020). This FNM octopus-figuration moves around
in waters of different ontological undercurrents, activating both foundational and
postfoundational forms of epistemologies that produce various forms of knowledge at
different scales: from evolutionary biology, to affective face-to-face relations, to politics
of species protection/extinction to economies of fishing-industries. This story unfolds
as what Tsing (2015) calls a “rush of stories”, and thus a relationality of multiple stories
of wordling, derived both from human-centered epistemologies and postfoundational
forms of inquiry. It is what this rush of stories can do collectively that might make a
difference.

12:30 – 13:30.................Lunch, Café Prego Origo
13:30 – 14:30.................Parallel Tracks
Track 1: Problematization of research methods, Room: R2-151
Moderator: Silvia Bruzzone
•

Ilenia Picardi (University of Naples Federico II)
Feminist and ecological practices in science and technology: towards new perspectives
in the epistemology of innovation

•

Susanne Andersson (Stockholm University)
Ordering practices, both material and discursive practices

Track 3: The meshwork of practice, Room: R2-121
Moderator: Magnus Hoppe
•

Roberto Favalli (University of Padua)
Towards a Posthuman Visioneering: On how matter enacts futures

•

Corrado Matta (Linnaeus University, Växjö)
Socio-materialists, flat ontologies of practices: Descriptive stances or normative commitments?

14:40 – 15:30.................Closing session, Room: Milos
Wrap up, conference evaluation, goodbyes
08:00-16:00: ................”Green room” , R2-132
(32 seats). Working room available for participants
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